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Heretofore, in monitoring functional components of a 
3,535,683 spacecraft and its associated ground supporting equip- CHEC'coUT *OR SPA@E ment, a command station was positioned In close proxirn- VEHICLES 
Gary J. woods, ~ i b ~ ~ i ~ l ~ ~  waiter E. parsons, ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  ity with the space vehicle and monitoring equiplnent wau 
Hasold G. Johnson, Eau Gallie, George R/d. prle.;ao,, 5 located at a remote station. As a rcsul!. one glorip of 
Indian Harbor Beach, Thomas S. Walton, Memifa: checkout personnel was sending the commandrilg s!gnals 
Island, and Jacob C. Moscr, Bandialantic, Fla., sssjg,-rors to the space vehicle, while another group of monitoring 
to the United Shtes of America as represented by the personnel was receiving the information from the space 
Administrator of the National Aeronautics and Space vehicle. Normally, a co-ordinator was i12 commnnica- 
Administration 10 tion with both the commaad station and the monitoiing Con~nnation-in-par of application Ser. No. 621,746, 
Mar. 7, 1867. This applica6on Nov. 7, 1969, Sex. station attempting to co-ordinate the signals being SLIP- 
No. 874,958 plied to the space vehicle and returned theiefrom. Such 
Int. CB. 605f 23/02 has not proven to be practical, since frequently impor- 
U.S. C1. 340-172.5 14 Claims tant is lost in co-ordinating the info~mation For example, 
15 if a command signal were sent to start an engine or sinii- 
Iar device, and it was important to monrtor the valve 
ABSmAGT OF THE DISGLOS setting for the device, the command engineer would know 
A system for testing a space vehicle thoroughly, ac- that a light associated with the valve settlngq should go 
curately, and with a minimum of engineering personnel. out immediately upon starting the engine, and if there 
checks out thousands of functional elements by utiliz- 20 were a small lapse of time between the startivg of the en- 
ing digital computer systems. These computer systems gine and the light golng off. such wo11Pd generally indicate 
automatically send and monitor routine, repetitive and that there is a malfunction in the valving system ol the 
prelaunch commands. engine. When the monitoring station is located at a re- 
mote distance from the command station frequently thrs 
- 
25 small lame of time between sendinq a command signal 
The invention described herein was made by employees 
of the United States Government, and may be manufac- 
tured and used by or for the Govelnment of the United 
States of America for governmental purposes without the 
payment of any royalties thereon or therefor. 
%his application is a continuation-in-part of copend- 
ing application Ser. No. 621,746, iiled Mar. 7, 1967 now 
abandoned. 
This invention relates to a control and monitoring sys- 
tem for a plurality of condition responsive devices, and 
more particularly to a check out and monitoring system 
for a spacecraft and its associated ground support equip- 
ment. 
The evolutionary development of man exploration of 
space has progressed from suborbital space flights lasting 
only minutes to earth orbital flights lasting many hours. 
As the more advanced space projects unfold manned 
space flights will progress from the present state of earth 
orbital missions lasting several days to translunar, cis- 
lunar, and lunar landing missions which will require at 
least one week, and possibly sevcral weeks to complete. 
To sustain men for extended periods of time in the 
hostile environment of space it is, of course, necessary to 
provide thorough flight-tested and dependable life support 
guidance and control communications, thermo protection, 
and other electrical and mechanical spacecraft systems. 
It has been found that as mission durations increase, 
each system becomes more complex and more sophisti- 
cated. 
This increase in system sophistication results in an at- 
tendant increase in the need for highly trained test evalua- 
tion personnel and more complex ground checkout equip- 
ment. To  accomplish extended missions of increasing 
launch frequency with the test philosophy and systems 
heretofore used would require many more highly trained 
engineering personnel capable of continually evaluating 
large quantities of preflight checltout data. Increasing the 
number of trained engineers for monitoring and checking 
out more complicated space vehicles has not proven to he 
feasible due to the time and expense nccessary to tiain 
qualified personnel for assessing checkout equipment asso- 
ciated with a space vehicle. 
Another problem encountered in utilizing large num- 
bers of personnel is in coordinating the commands being 
transmitted to the space vehicle and received therefrom 
during the preflight acceptance checltout operation. 
to the spacecraft and receiving a responre is missed due 
to the fact that the engineer in the rnonito~ing station 
is merely looking to determine if the part~cuial function 
has taken place. 
Heretofore, in order to provide cornmunicat;ons he- 
tween the command station and the space vehicle which 
was being monitored thousands of wircs wcrc connected 
therebetween and each wire was connected to a respective 
functional element under command or being mon~tored. 
Not only has this vast number of wires been expensive: 
they have proven to be impractical in that a spacecraft, 
or the various systems associated therewith may he movcd 
sevcral times during its testing operation and each time 
that such is moved, for example, from a test station to 
the launching pad, the viiires communicating between the 
command station and the monitoring station and the 
spacecraft had to be disconnected and reconr~ecfed Such 
has proven to be a long and tedious job requir:ng many 
man hours and frequently intelferring oi dela\ing launch 
schedules. Since the cables are fed through the hatch in 
the spacecraft, such also restricts the area within the 
spacecraft provided for the astronaut. 
Another problem which prevented cables in the vicinity 
of fifteen miles long from being in checltot~t system here- 
tofore, was attenuation or degradation of the srgnnls. If 
degradation of signals took place, such wo~ild result in 
valuable command and monitoring signals being lost in 
the transmission. Such is especially tiue where the space 
vehicle is being tested in an area where electrical noises 
are subject to be picked up by the transmission cables. 
It  is not practical nor feasible to utilize temporary 
block houses for the command station %here compircated 
space vehicles are bcing checked out, which would nor- 
mally require long checkout periods, if the procedure 
and method of checking out the space vehicle wele uti- 
lized similar to those used in the past on less sophisticated 
space vehicles. One Ieason being due to the fact that 
the area in the immediate vicinity of the space vehicle is 
normally a hazardous area due to toxic p~opcliants used 
in the space vehicle and the possibility of explosion of 
such. 
Moreover, it is desirable that the comnland stations be 
as comfortable as possible for the test engineers, since 
tests would frequently last as long as twenty hour?. Where 
the command stations are of a temporary nature it is not 
economically feasible to construct such to provide test 
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eng3rsei\ \iit11 a maximum of conlfort during the long space vehicle, and in its associated ground support 
test equipment. 
Irl dccoadance with the present invention, it has been The space vehicle is divided into a plurality of systems 
found ~h.il the foregoing difficulties and disadvantages for the convenience of sending command signals thereto, 
presented by the palor checkout and monitoring equip- - and monitoling such. Examples of such systems or sub- 
ment discussed above may be overcome by pio'tiding a systems are, the spacecraft in which the astronauts ride, 
novel acceptance checkout equipment system for space- the lunar excursion module, if one is carried on the space 
crafts and the like. The acceptance checkout equipment vehicle, the service module, and the ground support 
aysicnl is Lapable of sending command signals to a plu- equipment for the space vehicle. The space vehicle may 
i al j~y of f~inctional components carried on a space vehicle l o  be divided into many subsystems, and usually the con- 
and in its ~ s w c i ~ t e d  g-ound support equipment, as well as tiolling factor in determining how such should be divided 
for n:or:;&oriilg other functional components, such as sens- is governed by the major components of the space vehicle 
ing plobes and lnleters carried on the spacecraft, during and the most convenicnt manner of grouping the func- 
the icsting operation. tional elements. It is evident that is would be desirable 
The spacecraft prelaunch automatic checkout equip- 1 j that the spacecraft be treated as at least one subsystem, 
ment system constructed in accordance with the present since normally the equipment in the spacecraft is tested 
invention includes two systems. One system for sending at test locations prior to assembling the space vehicle, 
command signals to  functional elements carried on the and after the space vehicle has been assembled on the 
spacecraft and in its associated ground support equip- launch pad such is checked out again prior to launching. 
ment is generally referred to as the command system or 20 Thus, it can be seen for the purpose of grouping the 
the up-link portion of the overall system. The second transducers associated with a space vehicle, in order to 
system is genelally referred to as the monitor system minimize the cabling within the systems, while allowing 
wherein furciionai elements carried on the spacecraft the systems to be transported from one location to an- 
and its associated ground supporting equipment are moni- other with a minimum amount of electrical hookups each 
torcd arid signals are transmitted back to a control room 2.j time such is transported, it is desirable that such be 
so that computers and engineers can analyze the informa- divided into subsystems. 
tion behg received in order to determine if the func- As previously mentioned, in checkout equipment here- 
tioaal component being monitored are operating prop- tofore used, thousands of wires were connected and dis- 
eiiy. Some of the information being sent to the control connected from the subsystems each time such were 
room is &splayed in engineering units, such as volts, 00 moved from one location to another. The preflight accept- 
pou:~ds, temperature, etc., so that a test engineer can ance checkout equipment system constructed in accord- 
ieadily analyze such. ance with the present invention eliminates such mass 
The command system constructed in accordance with hookups and disconnections. 
the present invention includes the following basic parts: The monitoring device constructed in accordance with 
(1) A piar ality of control start-modules located in a re- ::.j the present invention includes the following basic parts: 
mote connzand center, (2) means for selectively aciivat- (1) A plurality of functional components carried in each 
i ~ g  a control start modnle for generating a command system associated with the space vehicle, (2) a transducer 
signal in digital form identifying a particular functional coupled to each functional component for generating a 
component located in a spacecraft, or in its associated signal indicative of the operating condition of the re- 
gronod support equipment and the function to be per- 40 spective functional component, ( 3 )  a pulse code modu- 
formed thereon, (3 )  a communication means, hereinafter lator associated with each system for scanning and re- 
referred to as communication unit executor or "CUE" ceiving the signals from the transducers of a system and 
for scanning the control modules and temporarily stor- converting the signals into binary words of sequential 
ing the cornmancl signal from an activated module, (4) a bits of digital information, (4) means for interleaving 
t~ansmission valadiiy checking circuit forming a part of the words of the sequential bits of digital information 
the con~niinication means for comparing the transmitted from the pulse code modulators for producing a sequen- 
command signal with a redundant command signal for tial chain of binary bits of information, (5) a remotely 
determining transmission errors, ( 5 )  a computer coupled located decommutator provided for receiving the chain 
to the output of the communication means for receiving of binary words from the interleaving means (the decom- 
the command signal from the communication means and mutator may be located many miles from the interleav- 
generating a Cunctional code in digital form responsive ing means), ( 6 )  the decommutator reconstructs the chain 
thereto, (5) data transmission and verification convert- of sequential binary bits of information into binary words 
ing means coupled to the output of the computsr for and feeds the reconstructed words out in parallel form, 
transforming the functional code from the computer into (7)  a computer provided for receiving the binary words 
a sct of sequential digital words comprising a frame of jj from the decommutator and by programmed adaptive 
Sits and its complenlent for transmission over long dis- technics checking them against preprogrammed toler- 
lance with a minimum of degradation, and (7) a receiver ances, (8) the computer converting the binary words 
decoder coupled to the output of the data transmission inlo signals capable of activating display media, and 
and verification converting means far comparing each (9) display media located in the control room connected 
frame of sequential bits with its complement, and for to the output of the computer for receiving the signals 
transmitling a signal1 indicative of the desired function " from the computer and ploducing information in the 
to be performed on the selected functional component form adapted to be recognized by the human eye and 
when the frame of bits compare with its complement. colnprehended by test engineers. The display media in- 
The contiol start modules are such that they generate cludes cathode ray tubes capable of displaying the infor- 
a plurality of identifying parallel bits of information when b5 mation received from the computer on its scleen in alpha- 
activated arid a portion of the parallel bits represent an numeric characters, analogue and digital modules which 
addiess signal. The remainder of the parallel bits repre- include meters, such as volt metels and the like, and re- 
sent the particular function which is to be performed. corders for making permanent records of the information 
While the up-link portion of the command checkout being received during the monitoring operation. 
systcrn provides a reliable system wherein command sig- 70 Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to 
nals may bc aiitomatically sent to functional elements on provide a preflight acceptance checkout equipment sys- 
a spxxcrnft under the control of a computer, it also pro- tem which minimi~es the problems outlined above in con- 
vldcs 3 n ~ ~ n u a l  override system wherein test engineers nection with tcsting and moilito~ing a space vchi~!e. 
1oca:ed in the control center may sel-cti~iely send com- Another important objcct of the present invention is to 
nand signals to the functional elements carried in the 7, provide a preflight acceptance and checkout cquipmeot 
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system, wherein command signals being received there- Other objects and advantages of this invention will bc- 
from are coordinated in a central test station remotely come more apparent from a reading of the following de- 
located fiom the space vehicle. tailed description and appended claims taken in conlunc- 
Still another important object of the present invention tion with the accompanying d~awings wherein: 
is to provide a command and monitorinlg system for a FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a pieflight ac- 
space vehicle and the like, wherein a relatively few per- ceptance checkout equipment system conitructed rn ac- 
sons can perform the entire command and checkout cordance with the present invention; 
operation. FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a portion of the 
Another object of the present invention is to provide command system which foims a part of the acceptnnce 
a command and monitoring system for a space vehicle l o  checkout equipment system which includes start modules 
which is program adaptive and capable of processing the that are located in the control room, a communication unit 
presenting large amounts of data in engineering units executor system, and the up-link computer; 
such as temperature, volts, etc. FIG. 3 is a pictorial view of an R-start moduIe utilized 
A further important object of the invention is to pro- within the system; 
vide a checkout and monitoring system for a space vc- 15 FIG. 4 is a pictorial view of a C-start modrile which is 
hicle which is completely under the control of test engi- utilized in the system; 
necrs at all time, but lends itself to any degree of auto- FIG. 5 illustrates in block form a forty-eight bit mes- 
mation desired, and is expandable in modular blocks to sage which is transmitted by a data transllzissiol~ and 
meet the checkout and launch control requirements of verification converter to  a digital test command system 
the foreseeable future. 20 carried within a space vehicle or in its ground suppolt 
Still another object of the present invention is to  pro- equipment; 
vide an acceptance checkout equipment system for a space FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a digital test conz- 
vehicle and the like, wherein signals are transmitted mand system which may be carried in the spacecrai't and 
throughout the system in a step by step manner and a includes a receiver decoder and translating circuitiy for 
check is made for transmission errors at each step. 25 selacting a particular functional element within the 
Still another important object of the present invention spacecraft or space vehicle; 
is to provide a command and monitoring system for FIG. 7 illustrates a message which includes twenty-four 
space vehicles which permits independent testing of ma- binary bits of information which arc iltilized for selecting 
jor subsystems of the space vehicle in remote areas from a particular functional element cairied within the space 
a central command and monitor station. 20 vehicle or its associated ground suppo~t equipment and 
Another important object of the present invention is to designates the function to be performed thereon; 
provide a command and monitoring system for a space FIG. 8 illustrates another example of a message that 
vehicle where there is a minimum amount of signal deg- may be utilized for selecting a particular functional com- 
radaiion and attenuation between the control center and ponent located within the space vehicle or in its ground 
the s p x e  vehicle being monitored. 25 support equipment and the function LO be peifo~med 
Still another important object of the present invention theleon; 
is to monitor functional elements carried on a space ve- FIG. 9 illustrates in block form the circnitiy and the 
hicle and present the infornlation in a remotely located flow of information therethrough for selecting a partic- 
control room in engineering units, such as pounds, volts, ular relay module; 
temperature, etc., so that such can be readily analyzed by 40 FIG. 9A illustrates in block form the ciicvle~y of an 
test en~gineers. R module; 
A further important object of the present invention is FIG. 10 illustrates the circuitry in block form and the 
to provide a monitoring system for a space vehicle and flow of information therethrough for selecting an ana- 
the like, wherein a high speed computer scans pulse code logue module; 
modulation systems associated with the space vehicle and 45 FIG. 11 illustrates in block form components of the 
ground support equipment for continuously checking for digital to analogue converting module; 
out of tolerance conditions of the functional components FIG. 12 illustrates one particular consoIe which is utll- 
carried within the space vehicle, and presenting signals ized within the control center for co-ordinating the corn- 
to test engineers located in a remote control center of mands being sent through the command system and the 
such out of tolerance conditions. 50 inforn~ation being received back thiough the momtoring 
Still another impoitant object of the present invention system; and 
is to provide a command and monitoring device for a FIG. 13 illustrates in block form a plurality of sensing 
space vehicle, wherein test engineers are not burdened elements and transducers carried within the space vehicle 
with overwhelming amounts of repetitive and tedious data or its ground support equipment, and a pulse code modu- 
validation during long periods of testing of systems of a 55 lator for monitoring such. 
space vehicle and especially during the critical launch Referring now in more detail to the d~awing where FIG. 
phase of a space vehicle. 1 illustrates in block form the major components of the 
Another important object of the present invention is preflight acceptance checkout equipment system for a 
to  provide a command and monitoring system for a space vehicle 10 and its associated ground support equip- 
space vehicle and the like, wherein signals are transmitted 60 ment 11, and wherein the up-link portion or comn3and 
between a remotely located command station and the system is illustrated on the left-hand side of tile drawing 
space vehicle in digital form so as to minimize the amount and the down-link portion or the monitoring system is il- 
of cabling between the command station and the space lustrated on the right-hand side of the drawing. The space 
vehicle. vehicle is illustrated as being divided into three systems, a 
A further important object of the present invention is 65 spacecraft 12, a service module 13, and a lunar excursion 
to provide a command and monitoring device for a space module 14. 
vehicle and the like, wherein there is an interconnection The portion of the up-link or command system which 
between the command portion of the system and the is located in a central control room, generally designated 
monitoring portion of the system for providing commu- at 15, may be many miles from the space vehicle beillg 
nication therebetween. 70 tested and includes subsystems referred to as "start mod- 
Still another object of the present invention is to  pro- ules" 16, which are connected through junction boxes 17 
vide a command and monitoring device for a space ve- to a subsystem referred to as the "communication unit ex- 
hick and the like, wherein the superior skill of a test ecutor" 18. 
cngineer over that of a machine in responding to com- The start modules communicate with the rest of the 
plex and unexpected situations is utilized to the maximum. '75 command system through the communication ilnit execu- 
3,535,683 
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lor IS, and each are provided with a plurality of functional may be utilized instead of using thousands of cables con- 
switches which enables the test engineers located within nected directly between lhe command station and the space 
the control room 15 to send command signals through a vehicle being checked out. 
communrcatlon unit executor 18 to an LIP-link computer By ii~corporating the majolity of the lest equipment 
19. \when a ks t  engineer desires to send a command sig- within a master command center and utilizing a s in~le  
aal to the jilnctional components located within the space cable between the data t~ansmission and verification con- 
vi.hicle or in nls ground support equipment, he merely de- verters 20, and the subsystems 12  through 14 of the space 
Dicsses the dcsiied functional switches located on a re- vehicle such enables the  subsystem^ to be checi,ed out 
spect~ve start .module 16 to load the information into the and monitored at various locaclons and then be tram- 
start module. A f ~ e r  he has loaded the information into a ported to a diifc~cnt location with a minimum amount of 
particular start moduie he then depresses an execute but- disconnecting and reconnecting cables. Not only is dis- 
:on which sends a signal to the communication unit execu- coiinecting aad reconnecting thousands ol cables time coa- 
tor 1% indicat~ng that the particular start module is ready suming, but the vad number of connections enhance the 
for interrogation. The communication unit executor 16 in- possibility of eirors during the checkout period frequently 
elude.; a scanner which is scanning the start modules, and 15 inte~ferring with testing and launch schedules of space 
when such detects an execute signal from a particular mod- v-hicles. In the checkout syste:n constructed in accord- 
ule ~t intsrrog;ltes that particular module and transfers the ance with the present invention the digital test command 
infoimatio~i which is in parallel form flom the activated systems 22, which include a receiver decoder 23, may be 
start nlodnie to a temporary storage unit located therein. placed on board the spacecraft and moved with the space- 
A redundant signal corresponding to the initial signal sent 20 craft as such is shifted from one location to another there- 
from the start module is automatically sent to the com- by, requiring only that two cables be disconnected 2113 
municatioa unit executor 118 so that the comparators lo- reconnected. 
cared within the communication unit executor can com- The receiver decoder 23 takes the first twelve bit word 
p x e  *he original signal sent with the redundant signal in of the forty-eight word bit message and checks it against 
order Lo determine if the signal was transferred properly. 25 the successive redurzdant twelve bit word for delermin- 
The cornrnuaication unit executor 18 in turn, transmits an ing if there ale any t~ansmission errors. Tbcn it checks 
interritpt srgaal to the up-link computer 19 signifying to the third twelve bit word with the fourth twelve bit word 
~ h z  co-np~ ter th-1 s i ~ h  is loaded and ready to tranimit in- far  determining if there are any transmissicn errors ihere- 
formation thereto. The up-link computer 19 sends a signal in. If a transmissioq e::or occurs, the receiver decoder 
back to the communication unit executor 18 indicating 30 23 will send a signal back to the data transmission and 
~ L I C ~  i s  ready to receive the information or command sig- verification converter 20, which in turn will send a s i g  
nal from the con~munication unit executor 18. The infor- nal to the up-link computer 19 irdicating a tranc:ni>sion 
matron is then tlansferred from the communication unit error occurred. The up-link computer 19 \\iill then send 
executor 18 iuto the up-link computer 19, which in turn, a signal back through the communication unit executor 
sends a coriesponding signal in parallel form back to the 35 18 to a command monitor unit 24 locatcd in the contl-ol 
communicalion unit executor in order to determine if room, which generates a display signal that can be ob- 
there were any transmission errors. Assuming that there served by a test engineer. 
wer- no transmission errors between the communication By sending the information to the receiver decoders 
unit executor 118 and the up-link computer 19, the com- 23 over cables 21 in the folm of two twenty-four bit 
purer then wlli decode the signal and transmit a corre- 40 chains each including a twelve bit word and its ledundant, 
spoiid2nz signal in th- form of two twelve bit parallel such increases the speed in which i:~forrnation can bc 
worc'rs lo I aelecled data transmission and verification fed to the receiver decoders 23. Such is duc to  the fact 
ccnvertei 25 The information coming into the computer that other messages or command signals can be placed on 
19 deleini~nes which data transmission and verification line 21 immediately behind a previous signal without hav- 
conv-rfe- 10 and module 26 is to be selected. 43 mg to wait for a check s i p a l  to be sent back to tha data 
Diornlally, the up-:ink computer 19 and the data trans- transmission and verification converter 268. For example, 
mission and verlfication converters 20 are located in a com- the cable 21 may be loaded with sevelal messages simul- 
puler soom which is in the same building with the master taneously. one trailing the other. 
control room 15 from which the command signals were In addition to having a receiver decoder 23 in each digi- 
in i t~~ted .  The data transmission and velification converter 50 tal test command system 22 associated with a particutar 
20 wlil receive the two twelve bit parallel words alld con- system of the space vehicle or its ground support equia- 
vert such words into a message comprising a pair of ment, a module selecting circuit, generally designated at  
twenty-four b1.1 words in serial form. Each of the tVienlY- ~5~ and a of modules 26 are included in each 
foul bit serial words contain a twelve bit word in serial for selecting a desiled functional element &thin 
torm +mcl a redrindant twelve bit word (see FIG. 5).  Thus, 55 each system. 
the information being transmitted from the data transmis- The receiver decoder 23 selects the desired functional 
sion and verlfication converter 20 is in the form of a modde in a christmas tree-lilie manner. For example, the 
forty-eight bitmessage consisting of two twenty-four bit coded signal is in the form of binary bin,., 
words. of information, first selects a group of base plates A, B, 
Each d<ita transrnission and verification converter 20 is 60 or D (see ]FIG. 6 )  on which the desired nlodule to be 
connected a lespective cable 21 to a digital test corn- activated is located, then it selects one of eight base plates. 
system 22 carried within the space 10 or its Each of the base plates includes four mod~~les  of the relay 
assoc~ated ground support equipment 11. In Some instances type or digital to analogue type, R module and DAC 
the distance between the data transmission and verilication module, respectively. R module contains four sub- 
converters 20 and the digital test command system 22 lo- Fj groups of relays 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively, any olle of 
cVed wiiilii> thc space vehicle may be as far as fifteen which may be activated by the cocled signal. ~~~h sub- 
miles or mole. By transmitting the information therebe- group of relays four relays. F~~ example, 1-1 
tween in riains of binary bits of information the likelihood through 1-4 (see FIG. 9).  I ] T ~ ~ ~ ,  there are relays 
oS degsadallon and attenuation of the signals is consider- in ~ - ~ ~ d ~ l ~ .  41: it is desired that the func- 
ably less than would be the case if analogue signals were 70 tional element, such as the switch. be closed so as to test 
transn~itted directly from a control room to a remotely lo- the circuitry in which the switch is located, normally such 
cated spaced veh~cl.: or tesiing area. is accomplished by placing a relay contact in shunt and/or 
Another advantage of trdnsmitting info~mation flom \cries with the control switch so that by selccling a p.er- 
the mastel control room to the space vehicle in a coded ticular relay located within a module stlch can be enel- 
b m a y  word is that a single transmission cable, such as 21, 73 gized to close the circuit for testing the operation of such. 
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A digital to analogue converter module DAC is utilized ing systems for space vehicles heretofore used, the data 
for sending an analogue signal to one of the functional received during the testing or  monitoring operation of the 
elements within the space vehicle BO or its ground support space vehicle was frequently stored for later analysis. 
equipment 11. The digital test command system which However, such has not proven to be practical or feasible, 
includes the receiver decoder 23 and the modules R and sir-tcc most launch schedriles require quick decisions and 
H)AC is discussed more fully below in connection with dictate that lest conditions be constmtly and prtogressively 
FIGS. 6 and 9. The digital test comnland system may changed. 
consist of any conventional, well-known circuits. Suitable The monitoring system constructed in accordance with 
circuits which may be used are disclosed in a publication the present invention is under computer con~lrol so that 
entitled "Digital Test Command System," Accession No. signals or information produced during the rnmitoring 
N69-75688, N(kSA-CR-I04e)&e). This publication, as operation can be automatically compared with preset toler- 
well as those mentioned hereinafter, is available to the ances or limits within a down-link compcter relieving test 
public from the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and engineers of such routine functions. TATheit there is a rnai- 
Technical Information, Port Royal Road, Springfield, Va. func:ian or out of tolerance signal prodiiceci, the test 
22151. 15 cilgineers are notified of such by the coinpi~ter. Svch 
Thus, it can be seen that the brief description of the relieves the test engineers of the burden of analyzing over- 
command system, which is considered to be the up-link whelming amounts of repetitive and tedious data during 
portion of the preflight acceptance checkout equipment long periods of testing and especially duricg the critical 
system, that a test engineer in a remotely located control launch phase, permitting their skills to  be utilized to 
rooln can send comnlaad signals for selectively operating 20 allalyze unexpected problems. and to rerncdy such situa- 
functional components within a space vehicle and its asso- lions. In order to aid the test engineers in the analysis of 
ciated ground support equipment for testing the opera- the information being received during the 112onitoring 
bility of such. Moreover, the up-link computer 19 is pro- operalion, the information is presented in engineering 
grammed so that such can automatically send routine and units, such as pouilds per square inch, volts. icmpcraiiire, 
repetitive commands to ihe space vehicle during the check- 25 etc., 011 the face of indicia bearing media, such as cathode 
o'ut operation in order to speed up the checkout opera- rap tubes. 
tion, as well as relieving f st engineers of tedious routine For aiding in monitoring functions: elements. such as 
checl<s. If during the checliout portion, which is under fuel cells. temperature gauges, oxygen meiers, etc.. car- 
control of the computer, a malfui~ctioi~ or a fault occurs, ried within the space vehicle, the space vehicle is divided 
then a signal is produced by the computer and sent to 30 into a plurality of systems. Each system has a plurality 
the command monitor unit 24, via the cominunication of sensing elements 27 therein, which are utilized for 
unit executor 18, located within the coiltrol room so as n l e ~ s ~ r i n g  certain parameters, and thcre is a tr;-insducer 
to notify the test eng!neer of such. When the test engi- associated with each sensing or  functional elenlent 27 in 
ncer's al'tention is att:-acted by s~lch a false or malfunc- order to produce a signal indicative of the mexsurrernerzis 
tion indication, he then takes the appropriate action to 35 being made (see FIG. 13). Each system has a pdse code 
correct the condition. modulator 28 associated therewith for periodically and 
The command monitor unit 24 accepts and displays systenlalically scanning the transducers 27 Eocated within 
four types of information transferred from the communj- the system and digitizing the signals received therefrom. 
cation unit executor system 18. These four types are iden- other worcls, the signals received from the ~ritnsdccers 
tified as CUE statris data, computer peripheral equipment 40 are converted by the p ~ ~ l s e  code nlodulator 28 inlo binary 
status data, digital test command system malfunction data, code form representing the value of the sanxp?es. l'h3s 
and CUE-start malfunction data. The CUE status data billary code is a string of "on-off" pulses denoting a plrrral- 
provides a visual display of the location of the CUE scan-  it^ of binary bits of information in the form binary 1's 
ner address. The digital test command system mal fu~~c-  and binary 0's. The pulse code modulator converts the 
tion display has four readout displays, labeled goup ,  base - sid"nal lrom the transducers into eight bit binary words. 
plate, module, and subgroup, for indicating whether an  43 Each word is a Iiteral representation in binary form of 
error takes place in sending a co'ded signal to the com- the value of the sample voltage from the transducer. The 
ponents. The manner in which thc coded signals are sent pulse code modulator may be constructed or any conven- 
to these components and an e n o r  check signal is sent back tional, well-l tno~n circuits. Suitable circr~its are disclosed 
is discussed more fully below. in a publication entitled "Pulse Cod:: Koduiaiic~n ~ y s -  
The information coming into the control monitor unit tern," Accessioil NO. N69-75692, Ni$SA-CR-l04~75. 
24 is successively displayed within a plurality of banks Each of the pulse code modillators produces a ci,ain of 
so that the first malfunc!ion shall appear in an upper bank, m t ~ u t  words on its output and trz.nsii~its the chain of 
the second malfunction on the second bank, ei. After the binary bits of information to a pulse code medralalion data 
test engineer has corrected the n~alfiinction he may reset 55 intcrleaver 29. 
the command monitor unit enabling the particular hanlc to In FIG. 1 of the drawings, fhere are four 1;,~1sc ode 
receive additional malfunction information. If the com- n'odulatioll data gathering systems 28 for rnonitoi.lng 
mand monilor unit is filled to capacity with error indica- Parameters, each of which may, for esamplc, procluce a 
tion information. a signal is sent to a status register located serial output of 51.2 kilobits per second. The EnterEe:iver 
within the communication unit executor system as is more 29 is operated at foul- times the speed of any one of the 
fully discussed in connection with FIG. 2. The comn?and ~ ~ 1 I s e  'code modulator systems 28 and interleaves the 
monitor unit may comprise any coizventionaI, well-.known serial trains from the four systems into a high specd data 
display device. One s~iitable display device is disclosed in train of 204.8 kilobits per second co~~pr i s ing  0: ?he 
a publication entitled "ACE-S/C Command Monitor info]-mation thus gathered. Tl-re interleaver- may ccnsist of 
Unit," Accession No. N69-75636, NASA-CR-104079. any conventional, well-kcown circt~its. SoiialrIe cii-cilits 
In  any checlcout and launch conteol system, the ques- G5 are disclosed in a publication entitled 'WMiniatu:.ized Data 
tion of how engineering talent can be   no st profitably and Illferleaving System," Accession No. N69-75489, NASA- 
eficiently uiiiizcd is forcmost in the mind of the test opera- CR-104074. 
tion director. To accomplish sophisticated missions where The train of binary bits of information leaving the inter- 
lauac11 windows are narrow, little time can be allotted to 70 Ieaver 29 is fed in the embodiment iilustrated o>er a hard 
the engineering personnel for scanning large quantities line 38, such as a coaxial cable to  a decornn?iita!or 31, 
of raw spacecraft data. However, to insure proper sys- which is generally located within the same btiiidlng as the 
tem operation a t  lift-ofF, large quantities of data from the master control room. I t  is within the scope of :his inven- 
spacecraft must be scanned and compared with preset tion that instead of using a hard line 30. urhicl~ mny be 
tolcrances o r  limits. In some of the checlcout or  monitor- 75 as long as fifteen miles between the interleaver 29 and the 
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decornil I + ~ ' O ~  31 the i~.ter?e-lver 29 cor:ld be provided ioring two handied and fif~y-si:: start moditPes foi pro- 
ui "i 1 213 i eqimcy transmirier for t r a n ~ r n ~ t i ~ n g  the viding a two-way communication path over which pass 
sigr3 t l \  ..ti 11l: d tmnmuiator  31 could be provided with the opcraloi's fiinctional icquest and validity analysis 
d \ 11sr l~ ' : :  12cc /er Cor recen7,ing :he signal Such is also check responses from the computer. 
"0, ,o: r,i: li;th rortron lllltead of cables 2 1  and 75. I n  the paniicular embodiment oL the invention illus- 5 1 e J ' - ,  08.1 1 ~ 1  ddoi 21 I ,  s; nchronizcd lo the s m ~ l  b;* trared, t h e e  types of start rnodules are ulrl~zed: A lelay 
L? -o ~n:: obl 3k ~ h c  irbl:rlea7~er and lecoi7s#ructs hhc seic~tlon stalk modtnle identified as R-start module, com- 
l o ~ ~ l  12i 121,131 bll woici, i \ i h t~h  were origin3ily ploduc:d puter commuricntioi~ start modules identified as C-start 
i>y #lc pcti,,: c?l: ~ O C ! L I ~ ~ ~ O ~ I  d ' i t~  ra thaing sy3+eris 25. modrrles, and ksyboard start modules ideniir'led a s  K- 
Ti?; d r ' ~ ~  11- ~1 3td1 C O L Y ~ ~ "  ihe b175 o: info~mrtron coming stcrt ~nod~rles.  
I , C  i r I J rc,.i., L dconstr~lcted eizl-it bit ~ ~ o i d s  o:it. Tho The 1P.-star; ixediile plovides a mean., of ~n,mualEy 
CLL oili17 ~ t , ~ ' o r  I I ' ) )  cot:\ st of any con~entio~laP, wz?l- ii!di,iirilg l ~ ~ n s ~ n l ~ s u o n s  nn the form of signal cornma~ds 
i\r i i-, L I , L ~ ~ . s  St11 nli lc citcuds arc di,~losed in a public I- io a spacecraftiand i ~ s  associ~icd grcand support equip- 
tic , r, "iiE SIC L l a t ~  A ~ q ~ l ~ s l t i o a  System," A ~ c e s -  ment, via tire up-;irk portion ot  the acceptance checkout 
\ l o ~  Tdo 1-751 33 NtlS~A-CR-ID4077. 15 cquipmerli system for  commanding a function to be per- 
-'-e rfornni.on comnilg osil of the decornm~~ia:or 31 is form-d by the functional elemcnts carried within the 
fed I L  p?-lil,:i iorrr "t a ddotrn-llali conlpller 32, as wzll spacecldft acd the ground snpport equipment. One ex- 
ar, io ;i Lunr enlm 1 x 1  ~nformation distribution system 33. ample of a function which may be controlled by the 
3 ;nro-rl~lzlica dlstrlbulion sjstem 33 channels the in- R-start module is c los i~g  a relay, vqhich upon closure 
co;~ -o. wore, t3  dppiopiiate metels 34 located within thc 20 will activate a functional component, such as a f t~e l  cell 
T6&1 i?1  coatrol loom fo: displaying the information. The circuit 1o;ated within the spacecraft for testing the op- 
rnlorcid son dts'rribiltion sy,lem also feeds the biriary erability of the fuel cell. Such is discussed mole fully 
t Y O i i 5  ~ n t o  r ~ ~ o r d ~ r s  35 which iecord all of the informa- below in corlnection with the receiver decoder. 
~ I O P  i 9 e 1 , ~  n o ~ ) ~ t i ~ r c i  In order to reduce Fower requirements in the con-  
i h- c rwr -1, k conr2:rter 32 is prograrxned for proc- % mmu;?ication uriit executor, juilctioli boxes 117 are con- 
e. 1-2 LI; ?, r,i'lcl I c r d ~  co-~ring tbercin from the d ~ c o m -  nected bztwee~r "be communic:atidn unit executor and 
rf>L-atdr 31 ,~*cl 137 providing checks on selected v~ot  i s  groups of start niodules. Speclficaily, each junction box 
t L 13,-p o:iiiinmeqq toi?r,ir,ccs. The down-?:nk corn- 17 siipplnes all the neczksaiy 'logic and lamp power to 
yr,,t - - G L I \ ~ I ~  I:\ '!-P iiifor~l~ation to 3 sigral generator sixi-cri sC.ut rnodit3cs. The p~smc  ibficlion of the jurc- 
. r i l  ?toi ,c t i  it 36 Edr s~ibseqt le~~t  display on cathode :(I taoll boxes rs to s a v e  as a near proximily sorlrce of 
ray nbc- 3; The s~gnaI generator and stoiage unit may power to start modules which may be remote from the 
LO- IS 3( iii 'j/ cos-vciitional, well-known circuits. Suitable communication ufiit executor 18. 
ciri 111s ?rc ilricIosec9 in a pr-blicaiion entitled "ACE-S/C In the phfsic3l construction of the R-stalt modul-s 
A / I ~  3{.~l,1y System,'' Accession No. N69-75687, there are focr R-start mod~iles carried by an enclosure 
Nfi :/\-c?.-1,)dCZi. :,3 (see FIG. 121, each of which are adapted to be readily 
% i l c L ~  hcde lay tubes 37 display the monitored in- i i~se~ led  and rcmoved Erom a console. A typical front 
E O L I I ~ ~ ~ I D ?  r alphanumerical characters so that the test panel for an R-stari module is illustrated in FIG. 3. 
C - Z I ~ P G T S  can readily observe and analyze the informa- Each R-slut module has four split legend functional 
t i o ~  The csihode lay tubes are provided with selecting sfiitches 39 nlonnted thereon, an  execute suiich XEQ, 
dials (i10, ~ h o w n )  which permit the test engineers by 40 al l~l  a seal switch 40. W h e n  an operator desires to send 
rnciely re?nt,ng such to select the desired information to  a command sigrial to a functional element located in the 
be t i a l ~ s r ~ r i e d  from the signal generator and storage unit spacecraft or  its associated giound s i~ppo~t ing equipment 
aad djsplnyeJ on ihe picture tube. Hf the down-link corn- he merely depresses one or  more of the functional 
pnier 32 sense2 an out of tolerance signal condition in switches 39 of a particular R-start module causing the 
l?lc ,dnrmatron conkirled in one or  more of the words, '15 lower half 39a of the depressed functional switches to 
~t d:iplays "this informarion on the cathode ray tube in be illuminated, which indicates to the operator that the 
a blinklnp manner so as to attract the attention of the deslred command signal is ready to be executed. Each 
engi :eey observing the display media. oC the functional switches is appropriately labeled for 
A shar:d memory 38 is interconnected between the ide ~tifying the fnnct~on which is to be pelformed when 
up-la ~k ,iid down-lmk compute~s I9 and 32, respectively, ,jj such IS depressed. 
so 1\21 1xoimatiorl can be shared by both the computers After the operator has loaded the desired functional 
for pruce,smg pa~pmeiers outside of the control of the switches, he then presses the execute button XEQ 
tci  cq_i,; :r s,iti: g pt the consoles. For example, if the which causes a signal to be initiated and transmitted to 
ca7:neer commands a valve to open through fie up- the progrzm control circuit 41 located in the communi- 
irrk roilroil of the acceptance checkout equipment sys- 55 cation unit execute circriit via lead 42. The CUE pro- 
i c n ~  lor lillLng a tart& with hydrogen to the fifty percent gram control circuit 41 sencls a s i ~ n a l  to a scanner 43 
!svcl ths dcwrl-link computer will continuously monitor which is scanning the 256 start modoles and causes 
t"l se~siiig probc associated with that particular tank the scanner to stop on the R-start modrde which has 
ant11 the C f ~ j r  percent Bevel is reached. a t  vjhich time been activated by the depression of the execute switch. 
it u 114 send a ,ignal automatically to the up-link corn- 60 If the selected command is carried out, a signal is pro- 
puter !l"rnug% the shared memory directing such to close duced the computer 19 ca~ising the upper-half 39b 
the .i:lve The down-link computer 32 will also send of the previously dep~essed functional switches to be il- 
a s z a l  10 the console to notify the test engineer that luminated. Simultaneo~lsly, the upper-half of the XEQ 
h ? ~  been accon3plished. n e  up-link and down-link switch is extinguished. Under normal conditions the data 
con,nufc-s $9 2nd 32 and shared memory 38 may con- 63 transfer will be so rapid that the XEQ switch will appear 
~1s t  of rav conventional, well-linown designs. Suitable de- to remain extinguished. By means of the above sequence, 
sigr>s aie d;:closed in a publication entitled "ACE-:-S/.C the status of the relays under control of an operator 
D, t Pioce\;liig System," Accession No. N69-75694, will at all times be displayed on the upper-half 38b  of 
NA ;/%--CR-:Od082. the functional switches and the status to which the relays 
;'G 2 11lus:ra:es in bloclc f o ~ m  the communications 70 will bc set by subsequent depression of the XEQ switch 
tints exeer1f.o- circuit 18 and the start modules $6 which will be displayed on the lower-half 3% of the fttnclional 
prov~tle t5.e ivienfacc between the test operator located switches. 
i n  2 co~i-01 -ocm arid the up-link conpuler utilized with- As ore ,io,r>Py nreiltioned, th- stall rnodllkb are adcLpted 
r I I V ~ I -  ,~iceptanee cliecltout equipment system. Each corn- lo be plugged in an enclosure wh:ch includes four of 
sririxircatron unit enccutor circuit 18 is capable of moni- 75 such modules, and in turn, four of such enclosures are 
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electrically connected to a junction box. Each R-start 
module will have a unique eight bit address associated 
therewith, as well as a four bit functional code which 
is transmitted over leads 44 and 45, respectively. When 
the CUE scanner 43 stops at  the activated R-start module 
the eight bit address signal, as well as the four bit 
functional code is transmitted over twelve lines 46 and 
stored in a buffer register 47 as a twelve bit word. The 
scanner 43 has an address register 48 associated there- 
with, which produces an address depending upon the 
location of the scanner 43 which should correspond with 
the address of the particular module being scanned. An 
address comparator 49 is provided for comparing the 
address of the scanner register 48 with the eight bit 
address transferred from the activated R-start module 
to the buffer register 47. If the scanner address and the 
activated module address which is stored in the buffer 
register 47 do not compare, then a signal is sent to a 
status register 50 by means of line 51 indicating such. 
The CUE program control 41 then causes the IR-start 
module to send a second word, which is the comple- 
ment of the first word, over line 46 to an information 
complement comparator 52 located in the buffer register 
47 so that the functional portion of the transmitter word 
can be compared with its complement in order to detect 
transmission errors. If the information stored in the 
buffer register 47 does not compare with is comple- 
ment, a signal is produced by the information comple- 
ment comparator 52 and is sent to the status register 50 
indicating such via lead 52a. 
After the comparisons are made the CUE program 
control circuit 41 then sends an interrupt signal by means 
of an interrupt computer flip-flop 53 and lead 54 to the 
up-link computer 19 indicating that the CUE circuit is 
ready to transmit a command thereto. Responsive to the 
interrupt signal from the CUE program control circuit 
41 the computer then sends a coded signal by means of 
lead line 55 to the CUE program control circuit 41, 
which in turn, sends a signal to a status request gate 56 
by means of lead 57. 
The status request gate 56 causes information stored 
within the status register 50 to be transferred to the com- 
puter 19. If the address produced by the R-start module 
and the scanner address 48 do not compare, the computer 
19 sends a signal to  the command monitor unit 24 indicat- 
ing such. The same is true if the function code does not 
compare with its complement. 
It is noted that the status register 50 in the embodiment 
of the invention illustrated has twelve input terminals 1 
through 12, respectively, each of which indicates that a 
specific condition exists. For example, if input terminal 
1 has been activated 'by a signal, such indicates that there 
has been a terminal fault, a signal on terminal 2 indicates 
manual mode select, a signal on terminal 3 indicates ad- 
dress does not compare, a signal on terminal 4 indicates 
that the command monitor unit is filled, a signal on ter- 
minal 5 indicates that the information does not compare, 
a signal on terminal 6 indicates interrupt inhibited, ter- 
minals 7 ,  8 ,  and 9 are spare terminals, a signal on terminal 
PO indicates that an R-start module is requesting service, 
a signal on terminal 11 indicates a C-start or K-start 
module is requesting service, and a signal on terminal 12 
indicates CUE has an interrupt line up. The input leads 
1 through 12 are suitably wired into the circuitry for 
indicating when a particular condition exists. 
Each of output leads of the status register 50 is con- 
nected to a respective "and" gate 58. An output signal 
from the status request gate 54 is also fed to each of the 
"and" gates 58 associated with the status register 50 when 
activated. Thus, when the status request gate 56 is a o  
tivated, signals from the status register 50 are transferred 
therefrom to the up-link computer 19. If the information 
being transferred to the up-link computer 19 indicates that 
the system is operating properly, the computer I9 then 
sends a signal by means of lead 55 to the CUE program 
683 
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control circuit 41 requesting that the information stored 
in the bufler register 47 be transferred thereto The CUE 
program control circuit 411 in turn sends a signal to cn 
information reqnest gate 59 which activates ail of the 
"and" gates 60 connected to the ou~put  Iirles of the bufler 
register 47 enabling the information from the b&er PC@- 
ter 47 to be transferred to the up-link con?pulei 19. The 
computer then sends the binary word transfcrved f ~ o m  Ihc 
buffer register 47 back to the b~~fTer register 41 by means 
of the same leads so that such can be comp;irccI for II  ans- 
mission errors. If the signal sent back from the up-%ink 
computer 19 to the buEer register 47 compares wiih the 
information that was stored within the brrffcr registcr 47, 
the buffer register in turn sends a check signal back lo 
the computer 19 indicating that t h e ~ e  was no transm~ssion 
error. If the signal transferred back from the computer 
19 does not compare with the information in the buffer 
register 47, the buffer register will send back a twelve 
bit word to the computer, and where the bits of the 
two words compare a "I" will be sent, and where the bits 
do not compare a "0" signal will be sent. The computer 
in turn sends a signal by leads 63 and 630 lo the com- 
mand monitor unit 24 via CUE indicating that there 1s a 
transmission error. 
The portion of the circuit enclosed within the brolien 
line 18 of FIG. 2 is all part of the communication unit 
executor illustrated in block 18 of FIG. 1. 
The start modules 16 are provided with sealed cir ciilts 
which inhibits the function of the execute button. The 
sealed circuits can be automatically activated by the com- 
puter 19 which sends a signal via the communication 
unit executor and cables 40a and 63 thereto. The corn- 
munication unit executor 18 may be placed in an auto- 
matic mode for interrogating the start modulcs ~ G I  in- 
formation contained therein withor~t the test engineer 
depressing an execute button XEQ. 711e auiornainc mode 
ellables the test engineer to place information in the up- 
link computer 19, which in turn, up-dates the 1nfoin3atior-i 
without having to press the execute button and ente~rupt 
the scanning operation of the computer 19. The computer 
in its normal scanning operation will picl~ up  the cl~,ngt= 
automatically and take the appropriate action for srrcb. 
An example of a C-start module, which mav be utrlized 
in the acceptance checkout equipment, IS iilrlsiraled iil 
FIG. 4. 
The C-start modules shall provide to the computer by 
means of the communication unit executor 19 d ~ r i t ~ i l  In- 
formation for selecting computer sub-routii~cs, which in 
turn, cause coded digital words to be transmitted through 
the command system to a digital to analogue converter 
module DAC (see FIG. 6 )  located within a system of the 
space vehicle. The digital to analogue converter module 
DAC in turn generates an analogue signal responsrve to 
the coded words and supplies such to a funet~onal element 
causing the desired function to be perfsrn~ed thercon The 
C-start module has ten selectors 64 through '73 tbcreon. 
Each selector has a dial 64a through 73a, respectively, 
associated therewith, so that the setting or( the sel~ctoi  
switches may be changed by rotating the dials. 
If, for example, the test engineer desires to send a 
coded signal to a particular digital to analogue converter 
module DAC located within the spacecraft for causing the 
DAC module to produce a sinusoidal wave To] p~eccss-nr 
a gyroscope used within the space vehicle, be would dirt1 
the code on the selector switches in the approprrate 6)- 
start module. The leftmost selector switch 64 wotjid denote 
the desired function which in this particular example is 
a sinusoidal wave. The next three selecior swlicI-ies 65 
through 67 would denote the amplitude of the s171e wave. 
The next three selector switches 6% through 70 W O L I I ~  
denote the frequency of the sine wave, and the last three 
selector switches 7 1  through 73 would denote the diila- 
tion of application of the sine wave. The C-start module 
automatically converts the informatio~ which was dialed 
therein, into four digital words, and when the exccutz 
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IXIXCTL X Z  Q i~ depressed such information is conveyed the broken line 23. The folly-eight bit bi-polar message 
Lo :he s i p - i ~ ~ i ~  coinpuler 19 through the con~munication being transmitted by a data transmission and verification 
unll ?xe~uto:: 18 Each of the C-start modules has an eight converter 20 is first fed to an amplifier circuit 73 which 
bi t  addrzss siml!ar to that of the R-start modules which matches and equalizes the coaxial cable 21 so as to avoid 
iderr:ifi-s tbe modnlcs. Each of the selector switches 64 signal degradation. The signals coming from the data 
ti~ro:igh 73 hale four output leads connected thereto lor transmission and verification converter 20 are supplied via 
gen- atrr?: a iotir b i ~  functional code similar to thnt pro- an amplifier circuit '76 to a timing regenerator circuit 77. 
L ~ ~ c I I !  -:{ ?n R-start modnle (see FIG. 2).  Each time the bi-polar signal crosses a zero reference line 
Afle-. tlie op-raior has loaded the desired functional a clock pulse is generated within the timing generator 
s w i ~ c h i ~  the? hz precses the execute button XEQ which for controlling a sirobing signal for determining by sam- 
cnuscs i a~gnai to ba initiated and transmitted to the pling the second half of the bi-polar bit if such is a 
pro: am C Q - I ~ I O ~  c;rctrii 4 1  located in the communication binaiy "1" or a binary "0." If the strobe signal is nega- 
n i ~ ,  :x",c~~:c G ~ I C G , ~  via lcad 4. The CUE program con- tive, such viriil indicate that the signal is a binary "0," 
tioi w i ~ ~ ~ ~  4S o e ~ ~ d ~a signal to the scanner 43 which is whereas, if the strobe signal is positive, such indicates that 
scLwiimg 1'1e \t,l-l inodolcs and causes the scanner to stop 15 the binary signal is a "I." The timing generator 77 trans- 
on the acst~~lhed 6-start module. The scanner scans the mits the results of a forty-eight bit count via lead 78 to 
;infora?~atinn from the C-start module in the form of four s check status register 79. If the count is other than 
twelve b ~ t  computer words. The first word contains eight forty-eight bits there is a transmission error, and the 
blls of :afa,rrnailon icleatifying the address for the C-start check status register 79 sends a message back by means 
modale and :'our i-uilctional bits which are produced by 20 of cable 75 to the data transmission and verification con- 
the selector swi'ch 65. 'iP11e first word is sent to the CUE verter 20 and the computer 19 indicating such. 
3nd the eight bit address and four bit function which The timing regeneration circuits also counts the bits 
conststrifes the word are compared for transmission errors of information coming therein and decodes the message 
in 1h-3 sxoe rnlnner as were the signals from the pre- into four groups of twelve bit words, the first and third 
viously desciibed R-start modules. The scanner then 25 twelve bit word being a data word, and the second and 
movs  on to the next word which consist of twelve binary third twelve bit word being a redundant word of a re- 
bits of ~nforma.iion produced by the selector switches 65, spective data word. These four twelve bit words are then 
66 ancZ 64 AfLr a comparison has been made for trans- routed to a staticizing register 86). The staticizing register 
mrs,ioi? eriors v.ilti?in the communication unit executor consists of two twelve bit shift registers which are used 
18 ihe tb d and fourth words are transmitted from the DO to stone the actual message content of the forty-eight bit 
C-start r~zlster rn a like manner. Other type start mod- message. The redundant bits are not stored. The first 
riles indy be u,~lized for controlling functional systems twelve bits are stored in one twelve bit section and the 
cvsri~iri t i le  space veh~cle, such as a I[(-shart module, which next twelve bit word of redundant data is compared bit 
rs i i i~ptcl;  Lo send! dlgital words through the computer by bit with the contents of the shift register. If the re- 
to thc gurdancc and navigational control system for the :; dundancy check fails, a transmission error is generated 
space vcb~cle in order to check out such. The junction which is fed to the check status register 79 and simul- 
box 317, commnnicalion unit executor 18 and C-start, taneously inhibits further processing of the message. If 
Y-start, and R-start modules may consist of any con- there is no error, the next twelve bits are stored in the 
ventional, well-known designs. Suitable designs for these second twelve bit section of the staticizing register and 
el2mcnth a e disclosed in a publication entitled "ACE-S/C compared with the next group of redundant bits in the 
Data Entry Equipment," Accession No. N69-75691, same manner. Following the acceptance of the message, 
NAS:\-C:P,-lO4l83. the shift register contents are fed into a group select de- 
After. the computer 19 receives the command signals coder 81 in the form of a twenty-four bit word. One ex- 
from tile comrnuaication unit executor 18, it transmits two ample of a twenty-four bit word, which is utilized to 
Aina~qr coaed words consisting of twelve bits each to a 4 j  transmit information to a relay buffer memory subgroup 
s.slec%d data transmission and verification converter 20 located within a module in the digital test command 
aqsociated wrrh a particular digital test command system system 22 of the spacecraft or its ground support equip- 
22 Incatcd wllhin the spacec~aft or its associated ground ment is illustrated in FIG. 7. 
support zquipmznt. The information coming into the com- Referring briefly to the message illustrated in FIG. 7, 
puter 19 Pron~ the CUE 18 determines which digital test 50 it can be seen that the bit 2" is a spare bit of information 
commanii system 22 will be selected. and is not being used in selecting the desired relay buffer 
As prev~ousiy mentioned, the data transmission and memory subgroup. The next four bits 219 through 222 
vertfication converter 20 receives the two twelve bit paral- are used to select a base plate group. The following four 
ieJ worts from the computer and transmits a message of bits z15 through 218 are utilized to select one of eight 
E~rly-eigbr, ba~s of information in serial form to the re- 55 base plates located within the previously selected group. 
ceives- decoder 23 located in the digital test command The next three bits 2l73 to 2'4 are utilized to select a 
sys ,:m assoct~ted with the spacecraft or the ground sup- module which may be an R module which consists of 
port equ~pmen: The data transmission and verification sixteen relays or a digital to analogue converter module. 
con T-rter may consist of any conventional, well-known The next two bits 210 or 211 designate whether the in- 
circurts Suitable circuits are disclosed in a publication en- GO formation should be stored in a buffer memory or whether 
lltled "ACE-S/C Comp~~ter  Peripheral Equipment," Ac- the information should be first compared with the in- 
cession No N69-75690, NASA-CR-104076. formation sent from the staticizing register before being 
The d , ~ t ~  ransmission and verification converters 20 transferred to the relays. The next four bits of informa- 
alio recelbe coded messages from the receiver decoders tion 26 through z9 are provided for selecting one of the 
23 vihich iadicates ~ h e t h e r  a transmission error has taken 65 relay subgroups, each of which include four relays. The 
glace be;v~ccn the data transmission and verification con- next four bits of information 22 through 25 are utilized 
verters ailti the modules under control of the computer to activate one or more of the four relays within a par- 
locntcd wrihin the spacecraft or ground support equip- ticular subgroup. In the particular message illustrated in 
merit. Such rnformation is transmitted over a coaxial FIG. 7 the bits 2O and 21 are not being utilized. 
cable as nliust-ated by lead line 75 in FIG. 1. 70 Referring back to FIG. 6, the group select decoder 
Ioform,ation from the computer by way of the data checks the four address bits 2l9 through 222 for legality 
~ransi.l-iis\ion a n 3  velification converter 26b is accepted by and provides the proper gating if the address is correct. 
a receiver decoder 23 of a particulas digital test com- HE the address indicates no error, an enabling signal is sent 
mdnd systcm 22. Tire components of the receiver de- by lead $ l a  to all of the base plates located in each 
codel are llliasdrated in FIG. 6, and are enclosed within 75 group and the bits z2 through 218 are transmitted to one 
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of the four groups A through D depending on the code 
being sent or to a guidance and navigational unit 82. 
If the four bits of information 219 through 222 contained 
information which was not proper for selecting one of the 
groups A through D, or the guidance and navigational 
unit 82 an error signal would be sent from the staticizing 
register 80 to the check status register 79, which in turn, 
conveys the information back to the computer 19 and the 
message is inhibited from being transmitted further into 
the circuitry. For the purpose of illustration, the informa- 
tion illustrated in FIG. 7 will be traced throughoilt the 
entire circuit in order to illustrate the components being 
activated by such. 
Each of the groups of base plates A through D inclrtde 
eight base plates 83, each of which has a group of four 
modules plugged the~ein. The mod~~lcs  may be R modules, 
each of which includes sixteen relays, or may be digital 
to analogue converter modules referred to as DAC. Re- 
ferring to FIGS. 6 ,  9 and 9A, it can #be seen that the 
bits of information labeled 215 to 218 are fed to a11 of the 
base plates within the group and depending upon the 
code set up by tbe bits of information such selects one 
of eight of the base plates 83. The bits of information 
2l5 to 218 are also fed to an error detection logic circuit 
84. which determines if the bits of information are a legal 
address for selecting one of the eight base plates. 
If an illegal address exists, the word shall not be gated 
to the remaining translating circuitry and an error signal 
is sent by the error detection logic circuit 84 to the check 
status register 79 which in turn sends a coded signal by 
means of cable 75 through a data transmission and vertifi- 
cation converter 20 to the computer 19. False or error 
detection logic circuits, such as illustrated at 84, are 
associated with each base plate 83 throughout the entire 
circuitry. 
After one of eight of the base plates of any group has 
been selected the bits 212 to 214 are fed into a module 
select 85 which selects one of the four modules labeled 
R or DAC in FIG. 6, as well as in FIGS. 9 and 9A. 
The module select circuit 85 also has an error detection 
logic circuit 86 associated therewith, for recognizing 
legal addresses for selecting one of four of the modules. 
Tf an illegal address exists in the coded bits 212 through 
Z1"hen the error detection logic circuit 86 sends a signal 
to the check status register 79 indicating such. The check 
status register in turn conveys such information by means 
of cable 75 to the up-link computer 19. 
Each of the R or DAC modules incorporate a logic 
circuit therein for responding to a command directed 
by the bits 213 and 211. Assuming that the R module was 
selected by the module select 86, if the bit 211 is a "1" 
and the bit ZIQ is a "0," such would be an execute com- 
mand for a relay module. If the bit 211 were a "0" and 
the bit 210 were a "1," such would command the relay 
module to load a buffer memory. If the bit 211 were a "1" 
and the bit Z1O were a "0" and the module selected were 
a DAC module, such would indicate that the analogus 
signal should produce a negative potential output. If the 
relay module were a DAC module, and the bit 211 
were a "0," the bit 210 were a "1," such would command 
the DAC module to produce an output signal having a 
positive potential. All other combinations which are pos- 
sible to be produced by the 211 and 2lQ )bits are recognized 
as being illegal. If an illegal combination exists, the re- 
maining information (bits 29 through ZO) shall receive no 
further translation, and a signal is sent to the check status 
register 79 indicating such. 
Assuming that the bit Z1O is a "1" and the bit Z1l is a 
"0," as is the case of the message illustrated in FIG. 7, 
and the module selccted is a relay module, a signal is 
sent to a buffer memory 88 which is associated with the 
relay module via lead 91 (see FIG. 9A). 
The buffer memory 88 includes four subgroups corre- 
sponding to the subgroups I, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, in 
a particular module. Each of the subgroups of the relay 
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module contains four relays thiis, the ent~ie  irl,by ntaibif~c,  
such as illustiated at R, contains sixteen relsys 
The buffer memory 88 is capable of sloring saxteen 
bits of information. The b ~ t s  of infamation 2' ibtough 
29 are fed through an error detetro-I cnctart 8 3  s~blcll 
determines if such is illegal or Icgal add-csi rf they cor - 
tain an illegal address, a signal will be sene to the chccL 
status register 79 indicating such, which will 111 tirzn <end 
a signal by the coaxial cable 75 to the up-Ilr-ri, computer 
19. If the address is a legal address, an enable signal xs 
sent by the error detection circuit 89 to 1;s assocnetcd 
subgroup decoder 90 via lsad 9Oa and the s ~ g i ~ ~ l k  2" 
through 29 are sent to the subgroup decode1 90 which 
selects one of the subgroups, generally dcsignatcd 35 I. 2, 
15 3 and 4, respectievly. If the mode code (Po and 211) corn- 
ing in one line 91 is a load bufle~ n~emoi-y srg:al as ,n 
indicated in FIG. 7, the information cont?iiied ~ i i  ths b ~ s  
22 through 25 is fed into the load buflcr memory and tem- 
porarily stored there. However, if b ~ t  2l) is a 1" and brt 
20 210 is a "0," which is an execute comand, the four btts 
(bits 25 to 22) of information corning from the staliciz- 
ing register 80 via leads 88e shall be coir~pared wlih thc 
information stored in the buffer memory of the snb_"rovp 
specified by the bits 29 through 26. JE the coiltents of the 
25 information in the buffer memory 88 comL~a?es wL+b the 
contents of the information coming froni the siPt~cazlng 
register 80, an execution memory 92 shall be loaded froin 
one of the buffer memory subgronpi 880 t h ~ o u g l ~  880' 
The signal for activating the execution memoiy 92 15 
30 received from mode decode via lead 91. The execution 
memory subgroup shall immediately actuate the relays ~n 
one of the subgroups 1 , 2 , 3  or 4 with the tnforrnatloq coz- 
tained in the bits 22 through Z5. For example, if brt 2" 
were "1" and bits 23, 24, and 25 WCFe ''0'' and suhgrorrn 
35 "1" were selected then relay 1-1 of subgroup "I" would 
be energized, while relays 1-2, 1-3 and 1-4 would re- 
main de-energized. The relays are connected In a stlit- 
able circuit, containing a power supply, which 1s acilvatcd 
by the bits 22 to 25. 
40 Each of the relays located within the rciaj module 
has a contact connected in a circuit whlck mcfudes a 
functional element located within the spacecraft Oriy 
the relays 1-1, 1-2 and 4-3 are illlistrated In FIG 9 as 
being connected in a circuit assoc:~ted viitii d ie func- 
45 tional element. In operation, if the relay 1-1 were se- 
lected to be closed by the binary coded iafor~7atioii con- 
tained in the bits 22 through 25, such would cloce 1:s con- 
tact 93. It  is noted that the contact 93 is coni~ected ia 
shunt with a control switch 94 car lied wltbiir a space- 
50 craft. The control switch 94 is in turn connected m n fuel 
cell circuit which includes a fuel cell 95, a n d  a relay 96, 
which upon energization closes the fuel cell clicult The 
fuel cell 95 supplies power to the instrriment uanel 41gRts 
97, as well as to telemetry transmitter 98. No~rnally. the 
55 control switch 94 is closed by an astronaut However, dur- 
ing the checkout operation when the relay 1-1 1s ener- 
gized closing contact 93 such complzte~ thc c rcrit 13 the 
relay 96 located in the fuel cell circuit cneig1717g such 
which in turn closes contact 960. A transducer 99 con- 
60 nected in the fuel cell circuit, will senss enezgratron of 
8he fuel cell circuit and during the rnor~io'lng o p c ~ o i ~ o a  
will transmit a signal to the control room th:ort;h the 
down-link portion of the system for i ~ d ; c a i r r t g  to !be i c c t  
engineer whether the fuel cell is o~eratr--g plopcrly The 
65 instrument panel liglits may be checked out m a s~nillar 
manner by energization of the relay 1-2 ~ n 3  siuntrrp tbr 
control switch 1C0. The telemcntry transmitter 98 is 
checked out by closing or  energizing reP'~\i e-3 Kcl-y 
contact 101 is connected in shunt with the telenxt,y trans- 
70 mitter control switch I02 so that when the relzjl 4-3 3s 
energized the contact IOB will shunt the corltrol sn7iecn 
permitting the telemetry transmitter to be erzer,o.red. The 
relays carried within the relay modnlde may be of the latch- 
ing type or the non-latching type. One a.l~'i~~~a:c: i p  , )  I 1~ 
75 latching type relays is that if there is a pevlcr E3 1 ~ 1 e  
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, f , ~  ,? LLI-L! ~ i g n d l  ills been r o ~ ~ t e d  to a particular relay, as a conventional guidance and ndvigahion rnodule which 
ih,: ~ L E , I ~ /  v d i  net discnzape tllerenpon. generates signals into an onboard guidance computer 
? l ie  dig t d l  kst command system portion of the ac- located within the spacecraft. The guidance and navigdtion 
ieptasce ch~cboilt equipment is proglam passive. For module is generally controlled by the I<-start module lo 
ex~lripic, ri s~jcli s commanded to a state, it remains in cated within the control room. The guidance and navi 5 that .3ti?i~ iincil commanded to change. This concept per- gational module may consist of any conveiitional, well 
P T L ~ S  ~ D S O ~ I ~ ~ ?  btcp control over the digital test command known design. One suitable design is disclosed in a publi 
syscern oilipi-t to the system under test. Bvery time a cation entitled "ACES/C: Equipment System Descrip 
s t zp  ns tsurisnbi~ted In the digital test command system, a tion," Accession NO. N69-75685, NASA-CR-104078. 
c h e ~ b  stati s reply is received back at the computer com- FIG. 12 illustrates a console which is utilized for hous- 
p!ax ~n;Lsca'~il: the clisposiiion of the command and what, lo ing the start modules which are associated with the com- 
ni a % ~ ,  '.aiiiire occuraed. mand system and the data display media forming a part 
Tcs mci-ilcr in which the digital to analogue converter of the monitoring system. The lest engineer sits in front 
n~odi~ ie  rzfc7:ed to as a DAC module is selected in simi- of the console and by depressing buttons or selector 
Idr to thar as prcviaasly described in selecting a relay 15 switches on the modules sends his command signals io 
rnoduk. An example of a message used to select the the spacecraft and its associated ground support equip- 
DAG nodule is illustrated in FIG. 8. A block diagram ment. The signals coming back through the monitoling 
ol [be clr~ciitry used for selecting the DAC module is system or down-link system are displayed on the cathode 
li l~~slieled in FsG. 10. The bits 212 through Z33 as shown ray tube 37 in alphanumerical characters, or may be dis- 
in PIG. 8 are utilized to select the proper DAC module 20 played by the analogue meters 110. The information being 
and such i s  accomplished in the same manner as the received through the monitoring system may also be d~s-  
prcviou~~y desc- bed R module was selected. The bits of played by discrete "on-off lights located in the meters, 
informati017 210 and 211 designate the polarity for the generally designated at 111 and 112. Thus, it can be 
aaalogue function which is to be produced by the DAC seen that the information under control of the test engi- 
niodsile. The bits 2"hrough 2 9  represent the output volt- 23 neer sitting at the console is co-ordinated, since the dis- 
age that is to be pioduced by the analogue module DAC. play media and the control start modules are located dl- 
The bits 21 and 20 act as control bits of information trans- rectly in front of him for visual obsenvation. 
fcrred vdltban the analogue module DAC. It  is to be understood that the above described space- 
Refelring to FIG. 11, which illustrates in block form, craft checkout system may be used to check out any 
a DAC module, the module includes a sign decoder 103, 30 aerospace or industrial related equipment or system. The 
a aslode decoder 104, a load buffer memory circuit 105, checkout system may also be connected to another 
a birEcr memory circuit 104, a data comparator circuit similar checkout system or a plurality of checkout systems 
310% and an execute memory circuit 108. Signals coming for the purpose of providing appropriate communications 
iionl the group selector associated with the staticizing therebetween. For example, additional data transmission 
regasicr 'lrc fed m over a plurality of lines indicated as a 3-5 and verification converters 20 may be connected to the 
singPc llire 109 in FIG. 11. As previously mentioned, the UP-link computer 1 9  to provide communications between 
tcvo uits 210 and 211 are fed into the sign decoder 103 the data transmission and verification converters of other 
and tIea,onates the polarity of the output analogue signal similar checkout systems, such as, the checkout systems 
\\hrch :s to be produced. The information contained in for the various booster stages of a space rvehicle. A re- 
tile bnts 3 Llhrough 29 coming from the staticizing register 40 mote display capability for the checkout system may be 
1s fcd dlrccily into the buffer memory 106 to load such. further provided by including an additional data trans- 
It ns also .,,vailable at the data comparator input 107a. mission and verification converter 20 connected between 
The blts 21 2nd 2 0  act as control bits of information for the down-link computer 32 and a remotely located dis- 
trar5ierririg the inlormation contained in the bits 22 play unit consisting of an additional data transmission 
through 29 ~withirc the DAC module. Control of informa- and verification converter 20, signal generator and storage 
tlon cvlthln the module shall be as follows: When 20 is a 45 unit 36, cathode ray tubes 37, and any necessary inter- 
""0knd 2"s a "I" the information from the staticizing facing components. 
reglster rs red dlrectry into the buffer memory 106. When Obviously, numerous modifications and variations of 
20 1s a 'Y I' and 21 1s a "'O'the contents of the buffer the present invention are possible in light of the above 
rneiilory 1108 31-12 checked against the contents supplied by teachings. It is, therefore, to be understood that within 
the stdtlclzmg register in the data comparator 107, and 50 the scope of the appended claims the invention may be 
if r h ~  cneck is good the buffer memory contents are practiced othemvise than as specifically described. 
shiftad to the execute memory 108, which generates an What is claimed and desired to be secured by the 
output voltage as directed by the information. If the United States Letters Patent is: 
s~giials 20 is 2 ""1'and the signal Z1 is a "1" the contents 5j 1. A command system for functional components of 
of 11-e stat ciring register is shifted directly to the execute a space vehicle and its associated supporting equipment 
memory 1108, and the d~gital to analogue conversion is for conveying command signals from a remote command 
effccitd iclmcdiately without a buffer memory check. If center to the functional components comprising: 
the coriirol wade of information contained in the bits 2O (A) a plurality of start modules located in a remote 
and 21 are both "0" when such is fed to the mode decoder command center; 
104, an crior sng~~al is sent to the control status register (B) means for selectively activating a start module 
79. Thus, ~ r .  can be seen that the mode decoder determines for generating a command signal in digital form 
whether the Boa$ buner memory shall send an enable sig- identifying a particular functional component and 
na4 to the 3~1+Ter menlory 106 to load the incoming infor- the function to be performed thereon; 
mallon ikere~n, on: Seed the information directly to the G5 (C) a communication means for scanning said start 
execute m~mory  108. The mode decoder 104 can also send modules and temporarily storing the command simal 
a signal to tilt burTer memory 106 which causes the from an activated module; 
irfurmairan stored in the buffer memory to be compared (D) a transmission validity checking circuit forming 
vat11 the  formation coming from the staticizing register. a part of said communication means for comparing 
Normally, it takes several word messages transmitted in 7" the transmitted command signal with a redundant 
succession "t construct an analogue signal. command signal for determining transmission errors; 
Only thr: ooei2tion of an R or relay type module and a (E) a computer coupled to the output of said communi- 
DAC 01 .tlaiogue nlodule have been described in detail. cation means for receiving the command signal from 
Ho\n,evtr, t I:, to be pointed oul that it is within the scope said communication meana and generating a func- 
of the Intention to utilize other types of modules, such T j  tional code responsive thereto; 
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(F) data transmission and verification converting ing a particular functional component and comrnandiilg 
means coupled to the output of said computer for a particular function to be performed thereon comprising: 
transforming said functional code into a set of (A) means for comparing said binary words against 
sequential digital words comprising a frame of bits their redundants and generating error signals when 
and its complement for transmission over long dis- said binary words fail to compare with their redun- 
tances with a minimum of degradation; and dants; 
(G) a receiver decoder coupled to the output of said (B) said functional components being electrically con- 
data transmission and verification converting means nected in groups and units; 
for comparing each frame of sequential bits with (C) means for utilizing a first portion of said message 
its complement and for transmitting a signal indica- for selecting a particular group in which a desired 
tive of the desired function to be performed to functional component is connected; 
the selected functional component when said frame (D)  means for checking said first portion of said mes- 
of bits compares with its complement. sage for determining if said first portion contains 
2. The command system as set forth in claim 1, where- a legal address; 
in said start modules generate a plurality of identifying 1s (E)  means for utilizing a second portion of said n~es- 
parallel bits of information when activated and wherein sage for selecting a particular unit in which a desired 
a portion of said parallel bits represent an address and functional component is connected; 
the remainder of the parallel bits represent a particular (F) means for checking said second portion of said 
function to be performed. message for determining if said second portion con- 
3. The command system as set forth in claim 1, where- 20 tains a legal address; 
in said receiver decoder converts the sequential bits of (G) means for utilizing a third portion of said mes- 
information coming therein into words of parallel bits. sage for selecting a particular functional component 
4. The command system as set forth in claim 1, where- of a unit; 
in said computer transmits a signal to said activated (H) means for checking said third portion of said 
start module responsive to activating a functional compo- 25 message for determining if said third portion con- 
nent for indicating that such function has been carried out. tains a legal address; and 
5. The command system as set forth in claim 1 further (I) a fourth portion of said message being trans- 
comprising: mitted to a functional component for directing a 
(A) a coaxial cable; particular function to be performed thereon; 
(B)  one end of said coaxial cable being connected 30 (J)  whereby said message is transmitted through a 
to the output of said data transmission and verifi- plurality of selecting and checking means in a step 
cation converting means; and by step manner so that any malfunctian in said 
(C) the other end of said coaxial cable being con- circuitry and message is isolated and appropriate 
nected to the input of said receiver decoder; action can be taken for remedying the malfunction. 
(D) whereby said frame of bits and its complement $5 9. The system as set forth in claim 8 wherein: 
are transmitted in serial form from said data trans- (A) said selected functional component is a digital 
mission and verification converter over said cable to analogue converting module; and 
to said receiver decoder. (B) said digital to analogue converting module con- 
6. A monitoring device for functional components verts said fourth portion of said message into an 
located in systems such as incorporated in a space vehicle J O  analogue signal- 
and its associated supporting equipment comprising: 10. The system as set forth in claim 9, wherein said 
(A) a plurality of sensing transducers carried in each digital to analogue converting module utilizes a plurality 
system for sensing the operability of said compo- of binary messages in constructing an analogue output 
nents; signal. 
(B) a pulse code modulator for receiving the signals 11. The system as set forth in claim 8 further corn 
from the sensing transducers of a system and con- 45 prising: 
verting said signals into words of sequential bits of (A) means for converting said message which incli~dcs 
digital information; a plurality of serial binary words and their redun- 
(C) means for interleaving the words of sequential dants into a single binary word of parallel Corm 
bits of digital information from the pulse code prior to such being transmitted to said selecting and 
modulator of said system for producing a sequential 50 checking means. 
chain of binary bits of information; 12. The system as set forth in claim 8 wherein: 
(D) a remotely located decommutator provided for (A) said selected functional component is a relay 
receiving said chain of binary words from said inter- module; 
leaving means; (B)  a plurality of relays included in said relay module; 
(E) said decommutator reconstructing the sequential 55 and 
chain of binary bits of information into binary words ( C )  means for energizing selected relays within said 
and feeding said reconstructed words out; module according to information contained in said 
(F) a computer provided for receiving the binary fourth portion of said message. 
words from said decommutator and checking selected 13. A command and checkout system for funciionaE 
words against preprogrammed tolerances; 60 components of a space vehicle and the like comprising: 
(6) said computer converting said binary words into (A) a plurality of start modules located in a remote 
signals capable of activating display media; and command center; 
(H) display media located in a control room connected (B) means for selectively activating a start module 
to the output of said computer for receiving said for generating a command signal in digital form 
signals from said computer and producing informa- " identifying a particular functional component and 
tion in the form adapted to be recognized by the the function to be performed thereon; (C)  a communication means for scanning said start 
human eye and comprehended by test engineers. modules and for receiving command signals there- 
7. The monitoring device as set forth in claim 6, where- from; 
in said display media includes cathode ray tubes Pro- 70 (D) a command computer coupled to the output of 
ducing information in engineering units utilizing alpha- said communication means for receiving the com- 
numeric characters; which information is capable of mand signal from said communication means and 
being readily understood and used by test engineers. generating a functional code responsive thereto: 
8. A system for receiving a message including a plural- (E) said computer being programmed for pmducing 
ity of serial binary words and their redundants for select- 7 3  predetermined command signals; 
3,535,652 
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(f. j a digital test command system for receiving said providing two-way communication therebetween; and 
command signals from said command computer; (L) display media means connected to the output of 
(G) said digital test command system transmitting a said monitoring computer for displaying said signals 
signal indicative of the desired function to be per- from said monitoring computer in engineering units. 
formed lo a desired functional component; 14. A command and checkout system as defined in 
(H) a pulse code modulation monitoring system for claim 13 wherein said command computer and said moni- 
monitoring said functional components and generat- toring computer operate at  independent and different 
nng a signal indicative of the operability of said speeds. 
functional components; No references cited. (1) a monitoring computer for receiving signals from 
said pulse code modulation system; PAUL J. HENON, Primary Examiner (J)  s'~icU monitoring computer being programmed for 
checking said signals against predetermined toler- P. R. WOODS, Assistant Examiner 
ances; 
(K) a shared memory connected between said com- 15 U.S. C1. X.R. 
inand computer and said monitoring computer for 340-146.1 
